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A SHORT PROOF OF A CONTINUED FRACTION TEST
FOR THE STABILITY OF POLYNOMIALS

R. M. HOVSTAD

(Communicated by Paul S. Muhly)

Abstract. A generalized form related to the usual test fraction is used in an

induction proof giving a quick access to the stability test for complex polyno-

mials.

1. Introduction

We have the following definition of the stability of polynomials.

Definition. A complex polynomial

(1.1) pn(z) = z" + an_xz"~l + ■ ■ ■ + a0

for « > 1 is stable by definition if p„(z) = 0 implies Rez < 0. For background

and further references, see [1, p. 283] and the original papers by H. S. Wall [2]

and E. Frank [3]. Consider the fraction

Re(fl„_,)2"-'+zTm(a„_2)z"-2 + ---

"{        z" + /Im(a,,_1)z''-1+Re(an_2)z'!-2 + ...'

This is the test fraction for the polynomial (1.1). We notice that the sum of the

numerator and the denominator equals p„(z). The test fraction (1.2) is closely

related to the test fraction in [1]. The difference is unimportant. See also [1, p.

xxiii]. The fraction (1.2) is understood in the following way. Both in numerator

and denominator the real parts and imaginary parts appear every second time

until the process stops naturally with the last constant. The stability test then

tells us that a polynomial (1.1) is stable if and only if the test fraction (1.2) can

be written in the form

i» 1
(1.3) K

k=iitk + dkz

with tk real and dk > 0 for 1 < k < n . We point out that standard polynomial

division is used when checking that (1.2) can be written in the form (1.3). We
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notice finally that the test fraction for the polynomial (z + x + iy)pn(z) with

* > 0 and y real can be written

(14) l + (z/x + iy/x)tn(z)

z/x + iy/x + tn(z)

This is easily seen by observing that the denominator in the test fraction for this

polynomial equals (z + iy)(zn + ilm(an_x)zn~l h-) + *(Re(a/I_1)z"~ H-)

and adding that numerator plus denominator equals the polynomial. We will

first prove by induction a lemma concerning a generalized form related to (1.4).

This will next be used to prove the stability test by induction.

2. The stability test

We will prove the following general lemma.

Lemma. Let a > 0, ß > 0, u real, v real, r > 0 be given such that (aß/4)

x (u/a - v/ß)   < r. Then for all tk real and dk > 0 with 1 < k < n we have

r + (az + iu)Knk=l(l/(itk + dkz)) = »+i 1

ßz + iv + K"k=l(l/(itk + dkz))       k=\ iTk+Dkz'

where Tk is real and Dk > 0 for 1 < k < n + 1.

Proof. The proof is by induction. But first, consider

r + (az + iu)/(itl+dlz + f) 1

ßz + iv + l/(itx+dxz + f)       iTx+Dxz + F

We consider here all constants given and solve for F with respect to /. We

find

F ^ q2z2 + iqxz + q0 + f((ß/r - Dx)z + i(v/r - T,))

z(dx +a/r) + i(tx +u/r) + f

where q2 = (ß/r)dx - Dx(dx + a/r), qx = (ß/r)tx + (v/r)d{ - Tx(dx + a/r) -

D](tl + u/r), q0 = \/r - (v/r)tx + Tl(tl + u/r). Now we introduce the numbers

a, ,ßx,ux,vx by ßx =dx+a/r, axßx =aß/r2, vt =tx+u/r, ux/al+vx/ßl =

u/a+v/ß . Choosing Dx = ßdx/rßx and T, = v/r-ux we see that qx = q2 = 0.

Denoting further rx = q0 in this case we observe that

axß.(ux      v.\2     aß (u     v\2 1 1

•   '

iu^_v_X     aß_iu_v_Vl_ \
U     ßj        4 U     ß)  r2+r'     r<r'4

We conclude finally that

,-r-n /r      r +(axz + m )f
(2.2) F - -J-r-•-:-Lpr—

ß,z + ivx+ff\ 1    J

with a, > 0, ßx > 0, ux real, vx real, r, > 0 such that

(axßl/4)(ux/ax-vx/ßx)2<ri.
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Thus the numbers ax , ßx ,ux ,vx , r, have the same properties as the numbers

a , ß ,u ,v ,r . Clearly also (2.2) implies (2.1). Next, the induction proceeds as

follows. Let n = 1. This case corresponds to / = 0 in the above calculation.

We can obviously use

ri       _        1

ßxz + ivx      iT2 + D2z

from (2.2) with T2 real and D2 > 0. Putting this in (2.1) we conclude that

the lemma is true for n = 1 since also Tx is real and D, > 0. Suppose that

the lemma is true for « = /? > 1. Consider therefore n — p + 1. This case

corresponds to

p+i        i
/= K

k=2 itk + dkz

in the above calculation. From the induction hypothesis and (2.2) we conclude

that
P+2 1
K

k=2 iTk + Dkz

for suitable Tk real and Dk > 0 with 2 < k < p + 2. Using the result above

we conclude from (2.1) that the lemma is true for n = p + 1 since Tx is real

and D{ > 0, and we are through. Next, we will use the lemma in the proof of

the stability test.

Theorem (Stability test). A complex polynomial (1.1) of degree n > 1 is stable

if and only if the test fraction (1.2) can be written in the form

" 1
(2.3) K

fe=i itk + dkz

with tk real and dk > 0 for 1 < k < n .

Proof. First, we take the simple part and suppose that the test fraction tn(z) in

(1.2) can be written in the form (2.3). Clearly the numerator and the denom-

inator in the test fraction cannot be both zero for any z value. Particularly

if pn(z) = 0 in (1.1) for Rez > 0 we see that tn(z) = -1. On the other

hand, taking fractions repeatedly in (2.3), we see that Rein(z) > 0 or tn(z) is

infinite. This is a contradiction and the polynomial in (1.1) is stable. Second,

suppose that the polynomial in (1.1) is stable. We proceed by induction. Let

« = 1 . In this case the test fraction can obviously be written in the required

form (2.3). Suppose further that the test fraction for the polynomial in (1.1)

with n = q > 1 can be written in the required form (2.3). Consider n = q + 1.

We shall therefore consider the polynomial (z+x + iy)p (z) with *>0 and y

real. The test fraction for this polynomial has the form (1.4) for n = q . Using

the induction hypothesis and appealing to the lemma with r = 1, a = ß = 1 /*,

u — v = y/x we conclude that the test fraction in question can be written in

the required form (2.3) and we are through.
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